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Today’s Webinar

Outline

1. Introduction (5 minutes)

2. Survey Examples (5 minutes)

3. Mobile Phone Design (15 minutes)

1. Modes

2. Sampling

3. Data Collection

4. Survey Error (20 minutes)

1. Coverage and Non-Response

2. Measurement

5. Ethics (5 minutes)

6. Discussion (30 minutes)
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Learning Objectives

1. Understand challenges with 

coverage, response, and 

measurement for mobile phone 

surveys in low- and middle-income 
countries

2. Learn emerging best practices to 

maximize the quality of mobile 

phone surveys in low- and middle-
income countries

3. Learn about examples of 

successful mobile phone surveys 

in low- and middle-income 

countries on COVID-19 and other 

topics
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1. Introduction



Evolution of Modes
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Web surveys in ~2000 in high-income & 

Mobile phone surveys in ~2020 in LMICs

o Disruptive to industry

o Seen as threat and savior

o Low cost, fast

o Concerns about representativeness 

and measurement quality

o Present technical challenges

o Raise legal and ethical questions

Couper, M. P. (2000). "Review: Web Surveys: A 

Review of Issues and Approaches." Public Opinion 

Quarterly, 64(4): 464-494.
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Evolution of Modes

1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s 2010s 2020s

Face-to-face (PAPI) Face-to-face 

(CAPI)

Mobile

CATI, SMS, 

IVR, Web

Face-to-face (PAPI)

CATI (landline)

Face-to-face (CAPI)

Mail

CATI (mobile)

Web

IVR

SMS

High-

Income

Countries

Low- and Middle-

Income Countries



Distinctive Features of Mobile Phone Surveys in LMICs

Influence of international 
development community

Fragmented literature

Survey methodologists 
are later to the party

Rapid innovation

Data collection beyond 
surveys
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Scope for the Webinar
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Mobile phone modes

o Computer-assisted telephone interviewing (CATI)

o Short message service (SMS)

o Interactive voice response (IVR)

o Mobile web

Not covered: Face-to-face, landlines, chatbots

National surveys

Less prominent: Beneficiary surveys, monitoring and evaluation

Selected low- and middle-income countries

A taste of relevant work!
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2. Survey Examples
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Examples of Mobile Phone Surveys: Pre-COVID

UNICEF MICS Plus

CDC/RTI/InSTEDD Non-communicable disease 

surveillance

GeoPoll Surveys: Conflict Zones, Post-Disaster

World Bank High-

Frequency Mobile 

Phone Surveys

https://mics.unicef.org/mics-plus/methodology-and-use
https://www.cdc.gov/globalhealth/healthprotection/fieldupdates/fall-2020/mobile-surveys-covid.html
https://www.geopoll.com/blog/remote-data-collection-in-northern-ethiopia-tigray-and-amhara/
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/24595/9781464809040.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y


Examples of Mobile Phone Surveys: Focus on COVID-19
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World Bank High frequency CATI 

surveys (dashboard, data, Nature 

paper)

WAPOR list of Mobile Phone Surveys 

on COVID-19

Innovations for Poverty Action RECOVR

https://www.worldbank.org/en/data/interactive/2020/11/11/covid-19-high-frequency-monitoring-dashboard
https://datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/harmonized-covid-19-household-monitoring-surveys
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-021-01096-7
https://wapor.org/resources/covid-19-public-opinion-research/
https://www.poverty-action.org/recovr
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3. Mobile Phone Survey Design



3.1 Modes

12

Self-

Administered

Interviewer-

Administered

Voice Interactive voice response (IVR) Computer-assisted telephone 

interviewing (CATI)

Text Short message service (SMS)

Mobile web

(Rare)

Key concepts:

• Inbound/Outbound

• All modes typically free for respondents

• Language selection



3.1 Modes: CATI
Note: Many don’t use “CATI” terminology; “voice surveys” or “phone surveys” is more common

How it Works
o Interviewer-administered phone surveys

o Permanent and temporary call centers

o Similar QC procedures as in high-income countries

o Questionnaire length: Optimal length is unclear, 

guidance ranges from 15-30 minutes.

o Virtual and in-person call centers
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Advantages
✓ Doesn’t require literacy

✓ Makes certain question types possible –e.g., collecting 

village can be challenging in self-administered modes

✓ Interviewers can tailor survey request and set 

appointments

✓ Interviewers can probe and clarify

✓ Longer questionnaires compared to other modes

Disadvantages
X Can be more expensive than IVR/SMS/web. BUT this 

depends on many factors: number of questions, 

number of interviews, whether professional or 

temporary call center used

X Interviewer effects (??? – more research needed)

X Worse for sensitive topics (??? – more research 

needed)

X Synchronous mode: requires respondent to pick up

X No visual content



3.1 Modes: IVR

How it Works
o Respondents listen to recorded questions and input a 

numeric response associated with their answer

o IVR recognition of a respondent’s verbal response is 

rare

o ~20 questions (but limited research on optimal length), 

corresponds to about 10 minutes

o Surveys typically allow respondent to skip by pressing 

hash (#) or similar key

o Questions are often looped, to provide opportunities to 

listen again

o Typically, IVR systems hang up after ~3-5 error 

messages on same question or question repeats

o Language selector at beginning of survey for multi-

lingual surveys

o Oftentimes female voice, but research is limited on 

gender-of-voice effects

o Some surveys have “call back” feature

o Close-ended questions only: Open-ended capture 

hasn’t been successful (e.g., Morello and Leo, 2016)
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Advantages
✓ Doesn’t require literacy

✓ Eliminates interviewer effects in CATI (but 

standardization can have flaws)

✓ Potentially better for sensitive topics (???)

Disadvantages
X Unfamiliar mode to respondents

X Work required to record and manage audio

X Synchronous mode: requires respondent to pick up

X No visual content

X Suitable only for short surveys, concise questions

X Unclear who is responding
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3.1 Modes: SMS

How it Works
o Short message service = SMS, or text messages

o Respondents receive text messages, one per survey 

question

o Texting available on virtually all phones

o This is self-administered automated mode: there 

aren’t interviewers on other end (except in rare cases –

e.g., West, Ghimire, Axinn, 2015)

o Each question has 160-character limit for question and 

response options (including spaces)

o Multiple messages possible on some tools, but these 

can lead to errors

o Character limit depends on country and mobile 

network operator

o Sometimes special characters (é) can count double 

towards character limit (check the survey tool)

o ~20 questions (but limited research on optimal length)

o Language selector at beginning of survey for multi-

lingual surveys

Advantages
✓ Asynchronous: people can respond at leisure

✓ Natural form of communication

✓ Less expensive than IVR

✓ Suitable for “momentary assessments” (real-time data)

✓ Potentially better for sensitive topics

Disadvantages
X Unfamiliar mode to respondents

X Requires literacy

X Questions must be short

X Problems with splitting up messages

X No visual content

X Small screen size often requires scrolling

X Suitable only for short surveys, concise questions

X Responses remain on phones, which can be a problem 

for surveys on sensitive topics (Furchow and Mac 

Ginty, 2020)

X Unclear who is responding

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4551499/


3.1 Modes: Web

How it Works
o Respondents receive an SMS invitation, click on link, 

and are taken to a web survey on their mobile device

o Respondents can also be emailed or mailed, but this is 

rarer in LMICs

o In LMICs, more people access Internet on mobile 

device rather than laptop
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Advantages
✓ Asynchronous: people can respond at leisure

✓ Visual content

✓ Less expensive than IVR

✓ Better user experience for respondent

✓ Provides more credibility for sponsor (e.g., logo, 

branding)

Disadvantages
X Hard to provide free access to respondents

X Requires internet access

X Requires smartphone (leads to undercoverage)

X Requires literacy

X Questions must be short

X Small screen size often requires scrolling

Source: 

GeoPoll

https://www.geopoll.com/blog/research-types/#Mobile_Web_Surveys


3.1 Modes - Comparisons
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Source: Innovations for Poverty Action and Northwestern University Global Poverty 

Research Lab (2020). Remote Surveying in a Pandemic: Handbook. Available here.

https://www.poverty-action.org/sites/default/files/publications/IPA-Phone-Surveying-in-a-Pandemic-Handbook-Updated-December-2020.pdf
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3.2 Sampling - Frames for Mobile Phones
For more information, see Himelein et al. (2020)

Advantage Disadvantage
Random digit 

dial

✓ Large sample size

✓ Easy and inexpensive

X Inefficient (67 calls for eligible contact in Ghana IVR 

study) and varies by mobile operator

X Numbering system typically begins with mobile operator 

and doesn’t have geography

X Designs typically limited to stratification by operator

X Lower response rates (vs. re-contact)

Re-contact 

from 

previous 

survey

✓ Higher response rates 

than RDD

✓ Lots of data for non-

response adjustments

X Limited sample size

X Many people switch phone numbers (after 6 months, 

43% of numbers in Liberia switched off)

List sample 

from vendor

✓ Rich auxiliary 

information for sample 

targeting and non-

response adjustment

X More expensive

X Probability

X Panel conditioning effects

X Potential for coverage error when lists exclude certain 

mobile network operators

List sample 

from mobile 

network 

operator

✓ Large sample size

✓ Potential for auxiliary 

information

X Nearly impossible to get for most researchers 

(exceptions: 2009 Mexico H1N1 study)

https://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/mobile-phone-surveys-understanding-covid-19-impacts-part-i-sampling-and-mode
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0190902
https://elisamaffioli.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/maffioli_method.pdf
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/16/9/10-0671_article


3.2 Sampling - People and Mobile Phone Numbers

o Many people in LMICs share phones (SIMs)

o Many phones in LMICs have multiple phones 

(SIMs)

o Shared and multiple phones affect an 

individual’s probabilities of selection

o Labrique et al. (2017) simulations

o Solutions: Collect data on multiple/shared 

phones in surveys, use those data for post-

survey adjustments

• Limited impact of this method on survey 

estimates for CDC NCD Program (unpublished 

data)
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https://www.jmir.org/2017/5/e121/


3.2 Sampling - Working and Non-Working Numbers

o In high-income countries, non-working numbers return a clean, 

standardized error code (“this number is not working”)

o Challenges with error codes in LMICs

o Non-working numbers often are classified as working numbers, which can 

artificially depress response rate calculations

• Many RDD response rates in the literature are underestimated

o Solution: Screen RDD sample through database to filter out non-working 

numbers (as well as numbers out of the country)
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https://www.surveypractice.org/article/3269-identifying-non-working-phone-numbers-for-response-rate-calculations-in-africa


3.3 Data Collection

o Calls typically made ~8am to ~8pm, 6-7 days

o Number of recontacts varies, but typical is 4-8 recontacts

• World Bank Solomon Islands CATI survey: 70% completes on first call, 4% 

completes on fourth+ calls

• Less research about optimal number of recontacts in LMICs

o Most countries don’t regulatory approval for RDD (even for IVR/SMS), but 

others do (e.g., Uganda)

o For more practical information, see World Bank’s handbook and other 

resources at the end of the presentation
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https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/34908/Solomon-Islands-High-Frequency-Survey-on-COVID-19-First-Round-Results.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
handbook
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4a. Survey Error: Coverage and Non-Response



4.1 Coverage Error
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45%

60%

68%

Sub-Saharan Africa Asia/Pacific Latin America

Penetration of Mobile Phones
(2018; unique subscribers)

Source: GSMA, 2020 Source: GSMA, 2019

https://www.gsma.com/mobileeconomy/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/GSMA_MobileEconomy2020_Global.pdf
https://www.gsma.com/mobilefordevelopment/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/GSMA-The-Mobile-Gender-Gap-Report-2019.pdf


4.1 Coverage Error - Complexities
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Source: Pew Research Center, 2019

• Phone sharing is common, and 

varies by country

• Women and other groups more 

likely than men to have access but 

not own phone

Complexities in Measuring Coverage

1. Coverage statistics based on 

ownership may overstate 

coverage errors because of 

sharing

2. Family members don’t share 

phones equally

3. Some people who share phones 

may not accept incoming calls

https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2019/11/20/mobile-divides-in-emerging-economies/


4.2 Non-Response Error: Reasons for Non-Response
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Non-contact
• Poor network connection

• People keep phones off

• Miss calls (IVR, CATI)

• Differential access to phone 

(phone sharers)

• Can’t navigate to website 

(mobile web)

Refusal
• Worry about spam

• Distrust of surveys

• Concerns about data 

charges, even if supposed 

free

Language barrier
• Language not offered in 

survey

• Problem with language 

selection question

Breakoff
• Long surveys

• Lack of digital literacy

• Difficulty inputting numeric 

answers

• Problematic questions

Literacy
• Literacy barrier for SMS/web



4.2 Non-Response Error: Response Rates

Cross-section Re-contact

CATI ~ 5-25%
Lau et al. (2019): 15%

Pariyo et al. (2017): 6%, 9%

WB Solomon Islands: 46% (high)

~ > 50%
Pariyo et al. (2017): 54%, 50%

WB Covid Survey: >75%

Ballivian et al. (2014): 39%-88%

IVR ~ 1-10%
Leo et al. (2015): 0.7%-1.1%

Pariyo et al. (2017): 0.9%, 1%

Lau et al. (2019): 3%

Greenleaf et al. (2020): 10%

L’Engle et al. (2018): 21% (high)

~ 30%
Pariyo et al. (2017): 31%, 42%

Ballivian et al. (2014): 40%, 20%

SMS ~< 5%

Lau et al. (2019): 0.2%

Lau et al. (2019): 0.3-14%
~ 10-50%

Ballivian et al. (2014): 30%, 45%
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https://ojs.ub.uni-konstanz.de/srm/article/view/7375
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0214450
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/34908?locale-attribute=en
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0214450
https://www.ubiquitypress.com/site/chapters/e/10.5334/bar.c/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2623097
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0214450
https://ojs.ub.uni-konstanz.de/srm/article/view/7375
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0231819
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0190902
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0214450
https://www.ubiquitypress.com/site/chapters/e/10.5334/bar.c/
https://ojs.ub.uni-konstanz.de/srm/article/view/7375
https://academic.oup.com/ijpor/article/31/2/309/4969886?login=true
https://www.ubiquitypress.com/site/chapters/e/10.5334/bar.c/


4.2 Non-Response Error: High-Frequency Phone Surveys
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Source: Innovations for Poverty Action (2020)

https://www.poverty-action.org/publication/remote-surveying-pandemic-research-synthesis


4.2 Non-Response Error: Sources of Non-Response

o Most non-response is due to non-contact, refusal rates are low

o Breakoff rates in Lau et al. (2019) by country: 46% Nigeria, 38% Ghana, 

20% Uganda, 13% Kenya

o Breakoff more common among older people
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Source: Lau et al. (2019)

https://academic.oup.com/ijpor/article/31/2/309/4969886?login=true
Lau%20et%20al.%20(2019)


4.3 Impact of Coverage and Non-Response on Estimates -
Summary

Groups typically underrepresented in cross-sectional and longitudinal 

mobile phone surveys in LMICs

o Women (especially women over 45)

o Older people

o Lower socioeconomic status: Less educated, lower income, assets

o People who share phones

o People who report difficulty charging phones

Separating Coverage and Non-Response

o Lau et al. (2019)

o Greenleaf et al. (2020)
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https://academic.oup.com/ijpor/article/31/2/309/4969886?login=true
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0231819


4.3 Impact of Coverage and Non-Response on Estimates –
Example #1

30

40%

54%
62% 65%

FTF CATI IVR SMS

18-29 years old

53%

33%
28%

36%

FTF CATI IVR SMS

Female

65%

14%
19%

9%

FTF CATI IVR SMS

No School or Primary School

81% 85%

IVR SMS

Read Well or Very Well (self-report)

Lau et al. (2019)

Notes: The Nigeria Demographic and Health Survey is the reference face-to-face (FTF) 

survey. CATI, IVR, SMS used RDD samples.

https://ojs.ub.uni-konstanz.de/srm/article/view/7375


4.3 Impact of Coverage and Non-Response on Estimates –
Example #2
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Source: WB Solomon Islands RDD Survey (2020)

DHS = Demographic and Health Survey (reference face-to-face survey)

HFPS = High Frequency Phone Survey (CATI)

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/34908?locale-attribute=en


4.3 Impact of Coverage and Non-Response on Estimates –
Beware of Blind Focus on Response Rates!

Leo et al. (2015): RDD IVR Surveys in Afghanistan and Ethiopia have 

roughly the same response rate (1.11% and 0.80%), but representativeness 

is quite different.
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58%

50%
46%

8%

Afghanistan Ethiopia

Percent with No Formal Schooling, by 
Country and Survey

Census IVR Survey

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2623097


4.4 Reducing Coverage Error

o Conduct surveys in countries with higher mobile phone penetration

• Leo et al. (2015) shows that there’s better demographic representativeness in 

countries with higher mobile penetrations (but coverage and non-response are 

confounded)

o Distribute phones to people without phones

• Example: South Sudan Experimental Phone Survey
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2623097
https://elibrary.worldbank.org/doi/abs/10.1596/1813-9450-6321


4.4 Reducing Non-Response Error

1. Incentives

2. Shorter surveys

3. SMS prenotification

4. Concise introductions

5. Better language selector

6. Optimizing day/time contacts

7. Mixing modes

8. Targeted sampling

9. Weighting: Calibration

10. Weighting: Multilevel Regression and Poststratification (MRP)
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4.4 Reducing Non-Response (1/10): Incentives

Incentives are typically provided for IVR, SMS surveys: less common for 

CATI

Key conclusions from experiments (e.g., Gibson et al., 2019)

o For cross-sectional surveys

• Offering any incentive improves response rates for IVR/SMS

• Offering any incentive has unclear effect on response rates for CATI

• Increasing amount of incentive (e.g., 0.5 USD to 1.25 USD) doesn’t matter

• Mixed evidence about pre-paid airtime versus lottery

o For longitudinal surveys: Offering incentive may have weaker effects
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https://gh.bmj.com/content/4/5/e001604.abstract


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (2/10): Shorter Surveys
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13%
12%

8 question survey 16 question survey

Response Rate by Survey Length 
(Kenya SMS)

Source: Lau et al. (2019)

Available evidence 

suggests that 

decreasing survey 

length is not effective 

for boosting response 

rates

More research needed 

– especially for CATI

https://academic.oup.com/ijpor/article/31/2/309/4969886?login=true


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (3/10): SMS Prenotification
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• Prenotifications are typically 1 day before survey, but could also be 

5 minutes (Morse et al., 2016)

• SMS prenotifications increase IVR response rates by ~6-8 pps ☺

but also skew samples towards wealthier and more educated 

(Morello and Leo, 2016)

• Effect may also depend on survey topic (see below): Burundi 

survey was on politics, others on less sensitive topics

Source: Amaya et al. (2018)

https://gh.bmj.com/content/1/1/e000007
https://www.cgdev.org/sites/default/files/practical-considerations-using-mobile-phone-survey-incentives-ghana-tanzania.pdf


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (4/10): Concise Introductions
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Preliminary conclusion: Shorter introductions increase response rates

L’Engle et al. (2018:3): “Second, a shorter, straightforward message 

introducing the survey and providing essential elements of informed consent 

yielded higher call continuation than longer introduction messages that 

included an emotional appeal for participation.”

CDC/RTI/InSTEDD Project in Zambia (unpublished data):

“You will receive K10 talktime if you 

complete this 10 minute survey. Your 

answers are confidential and will help 

improve our country’s health. Press 1 

to continue or press 3 to decline.”

“You will receive K10 talktime if you 

complete this 10 minute survey. Your 

answers are confidential. Press 1 to 

continue or press 3 to decline.”

Response Rate: 0.42% Response Rate: 0.62%

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0190902


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (5/10): Better Language Selector

o Common problem: Surveys 

over-represent English speakers

o Potential reason: Primacy effect, 

with English often presented first

o L’Engle et al. (2018) experiment 

showed that randomizing order 

of languages led to greater 

diversity of region ☺

o More research needed on 

language selection
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https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0190902


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (6/10): Optimizing Day/Time

o Limited literature

o Limited data from synchronous modes (CATI and IVR)

o For SMS, no effect of time day in Kenya (Johnson, 2016)

o Unpublished data from Kenya SMS surveys (Lau)
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https://www.surveypractice.org/article/2824


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (7/10): Mixing Modes
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Source: Lau et al. (2018) study tracking job 

training program participants in South Africa

• Goal of mixing 

modes in LMICs is 

increasing response 

and sample quality: 

less about reducing 

cost (like in high-

income countries)

• Adding follow-up 

mode can increase 

response, but 

depends on mode 

sequence (see right)

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/jid.3359


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (8/10): Targeted Sampling

o Papua New Guinea

o World Bank partnered with 

Digicel (operator)

o CATI Survey
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Round 1

o RDD, stratification based 

on last user ping

o Skewed wealthy, relative 

to benchmark data

link

Round 2

o Follow-up of Round 1

o Also targeted users that didn’t send 

SMS (not literate) or received only 

incoming calls (poorer)

o Targeting captures less wealthy 

sample, improving sample quality

https://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/improved-targeting-mobile-phone-surveys-public-private-data-collaboration-guest


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (9/10): Weighting - Calibration
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Greenleaf et al. (2020) IVR overstates contraceptive use among women in 

Burkina Faso, weighting has minor impact

40%

39%

32%

26%

IVR, Unweighted

IVR, Weighted

FTF, Phone Owners

FTF, All

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0231819


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (9/10): Weighting - Calibration
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Lau et al. (2019): IVR, SMS overestimate voting, and calibrating to control 

totals doesn’t decrease bias

60%

59%

72%

68%

32%

SMS: Weighted

SMS: Unweighted

IVR: Weighted

IVR: Unweighted

True Value

https://ojs.ub.uni-konstanz.de/srm/article/view/7375


4.4 Reducing Non-Response (10/10): Weighting - MRP

Multilevel Regression and Poststratification (MRP): Weighting method for 

correcting model-based estimates:

o WB Solomon Islands application to estimating job loss in CATI survey

o Gellar et al. (2021) application to financial inclusion in Uganda SMS 

surveys
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https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/34908?locale-attribute=en
https://www.mathematica.org/our-publications-and-findings/publications/multilevel-regression-with-poststratification-for-the-analysis-of-sms-survey-data
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4b. Survey Error: Measurement



4.5 Measurement Error: Challenges

All Modes

1. No in-person interviewer

2. Questions are shorter

3. Maybe not first language

4. May not be reaching correct 

person (wrong respondent)

5. Hard to measure urban/rural

6. Potential for primacy or 

recency effects

IVR and SMS

1. No interviewer

2. Unfamiliar mode

3. Limited number of questions

4. Limited space for questions, 

instructions

5. No visuals
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SMS-specific

1. ~ 160 characters for 

question and response 

options

2. Small screens and old 

phones, scrolling is hard



4.5 Measurement: Reliability

o Very few examples of studies that identify measurement error explicitly

o Most studies examine reliability

Pariyo et al. (2017) – Bangladesh, Tanzania

- High reliability for demographics, simple health risk factor questions (e.g., 

tobacco, alcohol).

- Low reliability for complex questions (e.g., fruit/vegetable consumption)

- No differences between CATI and IVR

Mafoud et al. (2015) - Lebanon

- High reliability of face-to-face survey and CATI follow-up survey, limited to 

simple health questions

Ballivian et al. (2014) – Peru, Honduras: IVR appears to be more reliable 

than SMS, CATI
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https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0214450
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1525822X14540084?journalCode=fmxd
https://www.ubiquitypress.com/site/chapters/e/10.5334/bar.c/


4.5 Measurement: Sensitive Topics

Do mobile phone surveys produce more reports of socially undesirable 

behaviors compared to face-to-face surveys?

o Literature is limited

o Mafoud et al. (2015) find higher reports of alcohol consumption in CATI 

compared to face-to-face (Lebanon)

Which mobile phone modes produce more reports of socially 

undesirable?

o Literature is limited

o West, Ghimire, Axinn (2015): SMS has more reports of sensitive topics 

(e.g., smoking marijuana, mental health) than CATI (Nepal)
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1525822X14540084?journalCode=fmxd
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4551499/


4.5 Reducing Measurement Error: Primacy Effects
Minimize primary effects through randomizing response options or combining response options
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26%
21%

18% 16% 16%

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th

Likelihood of Endorsing Response,
by Position (Uganda)

Source: Lau, Sanders, and 

Lombaard, 2019

Source: Leo, Kalow, Moss, 2018

Experiments in multi-

country African IVR 

surveys show primacy 

effects for:

- Urban versus rural

- Zone (Nigeria)

- Satisfaction

For satisfaction, authors 

moved from 4-category 

to 2-category responses

Experiments in 4 African SMS 

surveys show consistent evidence of 

primary effects

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1525822X19862506?journalCode=fmxd
https://www.cgdev.org/publication/what-can-we-learn-about-energy-access-and-demand-mobile-phone-surveys


4.5 Reducing Measurement Error: Questionnaire Design

1. Test locally, and in-person (Firchow and Mac Ginty, 

2017)

2. Avoid multi-select options (Lau, Sanders, and 

Lombaard, 2019

3. Avoid embedding response options in question (L’Engle 

et al., 2018)

4. Use categories instead of exact numeric responses 

(L’Engle et al., 2018)

5. Consider a modular design for longer surveys (West, 

Ghimire, Axinn 2015)

6. Be careful when asking about shared/multiple phones

7. Consider requesting confirmation for high value survey 

items

8. Don’t forgot basic instructions, especially for numeric 

responses 
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https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0049124117729702
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1525822X19862506?journalCode=fmxd
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0190902
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0190902
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4551499/


4.5 Reducing Measurement Error: Multiple SMS

Multiple messages may 

come out of order
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Respondents may have 

difficulty scrolling
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5. Ethics



Ethical Issues for Consideration

Mwaka et al. (2019) qualitative study on consent in Uganda

o Balance between comprehensiveness and burden

o Distinction between surveys for research versus surveillance

o Suggestions:

• Provide prenotification (SMS) with ways of getting more info

• Provide opportunities for callbacks

• Be clear about confidentiality (phone numbers are linked to national ID

Rodriguez-Patarroyo et al. (2020) Informed consent in Colombia

o Debate among experts about role of consent in research/policy

o Importance of community sensitization, trust building
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https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31559271/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1556264620958606


Ethical Issues for Consideration

Ali et al. (2019) global survey of 114 mHealth stakeholders

o “current ethics and regulatory requirements associated with the conduct of 

MPS [mobile phone surveys[ are clear:” 73% disagreed!
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96%

73% 72%

43%

Active opt in Active opt out Passive opt in Passive opt out

Acceptability of Different Consent Methods for Research

“Press 1 if you would 

like to continue”

“Press 3 if you do not 

want to complete the 

survey”

“By completing the 

survey you agree to 

participate”

“The survey will end 

if you don’t respond 

to a question within 

one minute”

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30628548/
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6. Discussion



Other Resources

o Innovations for Poverty Action RECOVR Initiative (handbook, research 

synthesis, research hub, COVID-19 questionnaire repository)

o World Bank Mobile Phone Panel Surveys handbook

o World Bank COVID-19 Surveys technical note

o JPAL’s guidance (and example protocol, South Africa learnings)

o WAPOR list of public opinion surveys on COVID-19
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https://www.poverty-action.org/recovr/phone-survey-methods
https://www.poverty-action.org/publication/remote-surveying-pandemic-handbook
https://www.poverty-action.org/sites/default/files/publications/IPA-Evidence-Review-Remote-Data-Collection-Modes-Updated-December-2020.pdf
https://www.poverty-action.org/recovr/research-hub
https://www.poverty-action.org/recovr/questionnaire-repository
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/24595/9781464809040.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y
https://documents.worldbank.org/en/publication/documents-reports/documentdetail/457071612329086331/planning-and-implementing-household-surveys-under-covid-19
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/blog/3-20-20/best-practices-conducting-phone-surveys
https://www.povertyactionlab.org/sites/default/files/spouse-and-gender-relations-phone-survey-protocol.pdf
https://www.saldru.uct.ac.za/2019/09/27/surveying-young-workseekers-in-south-africa/
https://wapor.org/resources/covid-19-public-opinion-research/


Thank you
Contact: Charles Lau| email: clau@rti.org
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